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Triad Math Announces the Launch of FiniteMathHelp.com
BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA --- January 21, 2019 --- Triad Math, Inc. is pleased to
announce the launch of FiniteMathHelp.com
FiniteMathHelp.com,, a revolutionary new resource for IU Finite
Math students.
Four Indiana University alumni led by former Rose Hulman Professor, Craig Hane, Ph.D
(IU Math) have developed a ground
ground-breaking
breaking new resource to help Indiana University
Finite Math students.
FiniteMathHelp.com was created specifically to help IU students e
excel
xcel in the Finite Math
courses taught at Indiana University in Bloomington
Bloomington—and
and the lessons were designed
specifically for the Finite Math text book IU uses today in M116, M117, and M118.
FiniteMathHelp.com emphasizes a two
two-step process to succeed in Finite
te Math in the
most efficient way possible: Step 1. Mastering the Definitions and Concepts;
Concepts Step 2.
Learning to solve Finite Math Problems efficiently. This is the key to doing well on the
homework
work and tests and, thus, getting a good grade in the cours
course.
Students will also be provided several powerful tools to work with starting with a set of
Free Tools including Crib Sheets, a PDF set of Problems, and an instructional video by
Dr. Hane on how to master Finite Math in the most efficient way possible.
There are then a comprehensive set of tools ranging from $5 to $1,000 to fit the needs
and budget of any Finite Math student. These various tools involve over 300 videos
covering all of the things needed to excel on the Finite Math tests.
“I wish I had this
his kind of help when I took finite in 1985,” said IU Alumnus Brien Jones.
“M118 was difficult and stressful and I barely made it through.”
“I have helped a few IU students over the years and found it very expensive and

inefficient to use live tutoring. So, the Triad Math Team and I have created what we
believe is a much more efficient and cost effective way to give each student the specific
help they need. Each student is unique and must have the help tailored to his or her
needs and then delivered in a very cost effective and efficient way” states Dr. Craig
Hane, creator of the FiniteMathHelp.com tools.
To learn more, visit: FiniteMathHelp.com/free to watch Dr. Hane's 20 minute video and
then take advantage of the free resources.
About Triad Math Inc.
Triad Math Inc. is a privately held Bloomington, Indiana company formed in 2011. Our
mission is to deliver an effective appropriate post-elementary math education to every
person who wants one – quickly, easily, and inexpensively.
To achieve this goal for each student, Triad Math has created math programs for postelementary middle and high school students, home school students, adult learners,
industry and STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math) students.
For more information, visit https://www.triadmathinc.com/
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